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  Amaury Butaux

  
      
      Junior Game Designer 
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          Spike

          
            



4 months



10 developers









Game Designer



Combat Designer



          

        

        
          An action/adventure game about a hedgehog using their own spikes as a weapon.
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        Fired Up!

     
               
        
          Fired Up!

          
            



3 months



7 developers









Game Designer



Level Designer



          

        

        
          A 4 player co-op couch game where you use whatever you find in the house to save it from the flames.
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          45°

          
            



2 weeks



9 developers









Game Designer



Level Designer



          

        

        
          Two spaceships on the run! You can only take 45° turns, scrolling at lightspeed in the winding corridors of a gigantic spaceship. Will you take the risk of going faster, or will you let your opponent outrun you?
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6 months



Internship









Gameplay Programmer



          

        

        
          Tom Clancy's XDefiant is a free-to-play, fast-paced arena shooter that combines intense gunplay with personalized loadouts and specialized factions, as teams of gunfighters – called Defiants – battle for domination.
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          User-Centric Design

I make games for people to play.

That's why I always include user experience
 in my design process.

        

        
          Rational Design

Informed decisions make better games.


    Research, fast prototyping, metrics and focused iterations
    are my main tools to make them.


        

        
          Collaborative Design

Making games is about teamwork.


  I always think about others' constraints in my design.

  I ensure a common vision through

  clear and synthetic documents and presentations.
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                Spike

                An action/adventure game about a hedgehog using their own spikes as a weapon.

                    
                        



4 months



10 developers









Game Designer



Combat Designer
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                Fired Up!

                4 player co-op couch game about trainee firefighting animals.

                    
                        



3 months



7 developers









Game Designer



Level Designer
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                45°

                Frantic 2-player race in space with 45° turns only.

                    
                        



2 weeks



9 developers









Game Designer



Level Designer
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                XDefiant

                Free-to-play fast-paced arena shooter made by Ubisoft.

                    
                        



6 months



Internship









Gameplay Programmer
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